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TONI
LIPSEYCrochet Designer
MY JOURNEY
Designer since 2015. Full time since 2017. Currently
designing and creating educational content across
platforms.

TLYC x TEMPERATURE BLANKETS
I made my first temperature blanket in 2019 and got
hooked from there. Each year, I try a new design and color
scheme to keep the tradition going within TLYC. 



 WHAT IS A
TEMPERATURE
BLANKET?
CHRONICLE  A YEAR IN
YARN
-Choose the year you want to dedicate
your project to - past or present.

-Create a range of temperatures and
assign one color to each range. 

-Stitch one motif or row on your
blanket for each day. 

BUT WHY?
-Experiment with color

-Use your favorite yarns, or try
something new

-Commit to a year-long project

-Infuse memories into a piece of
handmade art



WHAT TO EXPECT
TODAY

01 02 034 PARTS OF A
TEMP BLANKET

STRATEGY
A helpful breakdown of the

main components of a
temperature project 

STAYING
MOTIVATED

My best motivation hacks to
see your project through

from start to finish

ALTERNATIVE
TEMP PROJECTS
Don't want to commit to a
blanket? Try one of these!



THE 4-
PART
PLAN
ASSEMBLING THE PIECES FOR A PERFECT
TEMPERATURE BLANKET
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 PART 1: 
THE PALETTE
Palettes are as personal as the makers
who create them. Go for colors that
you love - you'll be spending a year
with them. 

# OF COLORS
8-12

The goal is to keep the palette
manageable. Consider a smaller
palette for your first blanket.

CHOOSING COLORS
BREAK FROM THE
RAINBOW

To keep the spirit of a
temperature blanket, find
colors that can transition from
warm to cool. OR go your own
way.

FINDING INSPIRATION
ONLINE AND OFFLINE

Find color inspiration in
nature, fashion, interiors, and
art. Search on Pinterest,
Pantone, and Coolors.



 COLOR PALETTE IDEAS
Not sure where to start with your temp blanket? Try one of these pleasing palettes.

MONOCHROMATIC
Find a gradient of shades
within the same hue. This will
make for a pleasing yet subtle
look.  

PASTELS
This take on a classic rainbow
is very trendy. A sweet palette
like this can double as a child's
blanket.

CUSTOM PALETTE
Go off the beaten path by
choosing your own palette. Move
past the "cool to warm" formula
for a more personalized palette. 

RAINBOW
Transition through the
traditional rainbow, from blue
to red.  Sort the colors from
cool to warm for a visual
representation of temperature
change. 



PART 2: 
THE YARN
We're lucky to have access to dozens of
great temperature blanket yarns.
There is a lot to consider when
narrowing down the options for your
project. 

FIBER
Cotton, wool, or acrylic

Each fiber can be appropriate
for a temp blanket. Acrylic is a
safe bet, wool offers more
sustainable options, and cotton
can curb yarn sensitivites.

WEIGHT
DK or Worsted

Both weight are classic choices
for temperature blankets. DK
creates a lighter, and perhaps
smaller blanket. Worsted gives
you a heavier blanket. 

PRICE
Shop Around

You're making a large initial
investment in your
temperature blanket - likely
purchasing 200-300 grams of
each color. How will price
factor for you?



YARN BRANDS TO
CONSIDER

Lion Brand Color
Theory - 18 colors

Paintbox Cotton DK -
64 colors

WeCrochet / Knit Picks
Palette - 156 colors

Lion Brand Vanna's
Choice - 37 colors

Hobbii Friends Wool -
50 colors

Cascade 220 - 170
colors

Stylecraft Special DK
- 100 colors

Comfy Worsted - 
34 colors



 PART 3: 
THE PATTERN
Temperature blankets can range from
simple stitch rows to elaborate motifs
and techniques. Choose an option that
will keep you engaged all year. 

*PRO TIP: Add markers

PICK A STITCH
Great for beginners

Choose a basic crochet stitch
and work it in even rows. This
approach allows for a mindful
make that lets the yarn shine. 

Don't forget to swatch! 

FIND A PATTERN
Choose an established design

Select a pattern from a
designer who's done the hard
work for you. Search for temp
blanket pattern ideas on
Pinterest, Ravelry, and
Instagram.

GO ROUGE
Adapt a design or make one up

This is your blanket - have some
fun with the design. Adjust an
established design or make one
up. You can always change it as
you go. 



TEMPERATURE
BLANKET DESIGNS

Mini Hexagon Motifa Slip Stitch ChevronLinen Stitch Rows

Corner 2 Corner Crochet Joined Knit StripsPixelated Granny Squares



MAKING A TEMPERATURE
GAUGE
-The temperature gauge outlines the
temp ranges and the colors you assign to
each.

-Start by finding the average high and
low temp for your area.

-Break the range into the number of
colors you chose. 

--Assign one color to each range. Place
the colors in the order you'd like to use
them. 

*This plan assumes you are using the
AVERAGE temperatures for your blanket.

TRACKING SYSTEM
-Getting organized early helps you
keep track of your project, even if
you have to take a long break from
it. 

-Document your temp gauge,
hook size, and pattern details
physically (notebook, cardboard,
etc.), or digitally (notes app).

-Find historical weather data on
wunderground.com.

-Assign your tools and notions
exclusively to this project. This
helps to maintain gauge and makes
it easy to get caught up. 

PART 4: 
THE PLAN



HOW TO
CREATE A
TEMP GAUGE
Creating a temp gauge from scratch can feel daunting,
especially if you live in an area where the temperature
doesn't vary much. 

Follow these steps for a custom temp gauge based on
your color palette. 

Visit usclimatedata.com
Enter your city
Find the average high and low for the year
Add 5 degrees to each end to account for extreme
temps
Subtract the numbers to determine how many
degrees you have to work with
Divide the degrees by your number of colors - this
is the number of degrees in each range
Make your gauge into groups. Drop the highest
and lowest number from the range. 

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.



TIPS FOR
STAYING
MOTIVATED
WHAT TO DO WHEN THE SHINE OF A NEW
PROJECT WEARS OFF
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MAKE IT TO THE
FINISH LINE
1 - Stitch With a Buddy. Enter your temperature
blanket journey with a friend. Go through the
planning phases together to create a strong bond.
Check-in with each other regularly. 

2 - Share Your Progress Online. Choose your platform
and share your blanket with friends online. Post pics
and short content on social media, post longer podcast
updates on YouTube or a blog, or drop your pics in
temp blanket themed Facebook groups. 

3 - Work in Batches. Catch up on your blanket at
regular intervals. I like to save my stitching for once a
week. Your updates can be more or less frequent. 

MY BEST ADVICE: Don't get down on yourself for
taking a break from your blanket. This is supposed to
be fun - work on it when you can and finish on your
own time.



ALTERNATE
TEMP
PROJECTS
SWITCH UP YOUR METRICS OR PATTERN FOR
A MORE UNIQUE TEMPERATURE PROJECT
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 OPTION 1: CHANGE THE METRICS

Mood Blanket - Make a gauge based on your moods. Try keeping a journal with it.
Book Genres - Combine two passions and document it in your blanket. This will
make the motif /row frequency change.
Sunrise / Sunset - Find the range of sunrise and sunset times to create your gauge
from.

If tracking temperature isn't your thing, try one of these other metrics:



 OPTION 2: CHANGE THE STLYE

Oversize Amigurumi - Consider a giant snake, cat, or giraffe for your temperature
project.
Useable Accessories - Try a more manageable approach to a temp project by
making a scarf or shawl.
NEW Maxi Dress - Check out the free pattern for a crochet temperature dress that
can be adapted for knitting. 

Committing to a blanket can be tough. But what about one of these options?



Q&A TIME!

EMAIL
tlyarncrafts@gmail.com

FREE PATTERNS
TLYCBlog.com

BUY MY BOOK
The Tunisian Crochet Handbook


